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Smart Restroom
Utilizes Infax TRAX® sensors to monitor customer
throughput in each restroom location
Uses Smart Locks to notify customers of an
occupied or vacant stall
Automatically alerts janitorial staff once a
specific restroom’s set threshold is met
Receive customer feedback on restroom
cleanliness and experience using interactive
surveys near restroom locations

Smart Restroom

LEADER
IN INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
The Infax Smart Restroom solution turns restrooms in public venues into intelligent
data-collecting environments that improve the overall customer experience. As a
division of the Infax TRAX® solution, Smart Restroom uses TRAX sensors to monitor
customer throughput into individual restrooms in the venue. Once a restroom’s set
threshold is met, Smart Restroom automatically alerts the appropriate janitorial staff
that it needs cleaning.
Smart Restroom uses a variety of technologies to streamline restroom operations.
In addition to counting throughput with TRAX sensors, venues can passively
track janitorial staff. This allows authorities to receive data on which staff
member cleaned which restroom, and at what time. Digital signs can also be
placed outside of each restroom to show customers how many stalls are
vacant and when the last cleaning occurred.
To complete the customer experience, interactive survey tablets are
placed near all restroom locations for customers to use after exiting
the restroom. These surveys collect data on restroom cleanliness and
customer experience, which public venues can leverage to improve
operational efficiency.
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FEATURES
Throughput monitoring
Automatic alerts sent to janitorial staff when
cleaning is needed
Occupancy analytics and customer experience
survey data
Passively track janitorial staff
Dashboard analytics and “last cleaned” data
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ABOUT INFAX · For more than 45 years, Infax has been helping patrons navigate public spaces. Our systems provide our clients with capabilities
to communicate vital information in real time. With thousands of displays nationwide our solutions have become an integral fixture in the judicial,
healthcare, and transportation markets. Infax remains committed to being the most reliable and effective solution for information distribution.
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